
An Appeal to the Politically Homeless
Opposition to women's liberation is two pronged:

* from the right, asserting control over our reproduction;

seeking to ban access to abortion

* from the left, asserting control over our sexuality; seeking

to objectify our bodies for the profits of pornographers, pimps,

traffickers

Democrats have collaborated with our disappearance with

their support for gender identity ideology. They have played

political football with sovereignty over our bodies; they have

failed to acknowledge that we have ratified the Equal Rights

Amendment; they have collaborated to stack the Courts with

hostility to RoevWade's protection of our privacy rights; failed

to prioritize legislation which would have given clear

Congressional intent to protect women's access to abortion.

Its time we had a political party of our own!

The Green Party of the United States, is at serious risk of being

thoroughly captured by genderidentity ideology.

No candidate can successfully contest for power and lead our

communities back from the brink, unless

they offer thoughtful courageous

leadership, grounded in material reality.

Our success depends on your financial

and volunteer contributions to the effort,

as a party member, volunteer, activist,

candidate for internal leadership or for

local public office.

Your generous contribution helps us to wage a struggle
for the very soul of our feminist valuing political party.
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